Detection of human papillomavirus genotypes in bronchial cancer using sensitive multimetrix assay.
Since first suggested in 1979, evidence on the involvement of human papillomavirus (HPV) in bronchial carcinogenesis has been accumulated through several lines of research. The causal role of HPV in lung cancer still remains controversial, however, and more data are needed particularly on genotype distribution and cofactors of HPV regarding this disease. The present series consists of 77 patients diagnosed and treated for lung cancer at the Department of Respiratory Medicine, Turku University Hospital, (Finland) during 2008-2010. All available histological samples (n=77) were subjected to HPV genotyping with the Luminex-based Multimetrix kit, detecting 24 low-risk (LR) and high-risk (HR) HPV types. Pertinent clinical data were collected and subjected to univariate and multivariate regression analysis to disclose the covariates associated with HPV detection in lung cancer. Out of 77 histological samples analyzed, four (5.2%) (three squamous cell and one adenocarcinoma) were found to be HPV-positive, out of which three were HPV16 infections and one a double-infection with HPV6 and HPV16. All four patients were males, and all but one reported no asbestos exposure. Three of them had refrained from smoking for a period >22 years. Disease-specific survival was twice as long for individuals with HPV+ than those with HPV- tumors (25.5 vs. 12.8 months), but confounding by treatment cannot be excluded. In univariate analysis, four covariates were significantly associated with HPV detection: i) older age (p=0.003) ii) older age at smoking initiation (p=0.027), iii) fewer years of active smoking (p=0.036), and iv) fewer total pack years (p=0.002). In a multivariate regression model adjusted to all significant covariates, only absolute age was significantly associated with testing as HPV-positive (odds ratio=1.16, 95% confidence interval 1.04-1.39, p=0.008). Given the fact that initiation of smoking at an older age, fewer pack years and long smoking abstinence were associated with HPV, it is tempting to speculate that oncogenic HPV can substitute smoking as a risk factor, leading to lung cancer in these patients despite >22 years elapsing since their smoking cessation. In the era of prophylactic HPV vaccination, there is an urgent need to provide more data on the global HPV burden and covariates of the virus associated to lung cancer.